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		Kennesaw Dentist

Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates is a family dental practice comprised of an experienced, highly trained dentist, Dr. Hamir Contractor and a team of committed dental support professionals. We provide comprehensive dental care to the residents of Kennesaw and the surrounding communities. The dentists and staff from our Kennesaw dental practice are dedicated to delivering the highest quality dental care in a warm and friendly environment. By establishing trusting and respectful relationships, we enthusiastically educate our patients for a lifetime of good overall dental health.



				
		




						
					
				

			


		


	

	
	
		
	
		
			Family Dentistry

			
							Chipped Tooth Repair
	Cleaning and Checkups
	Dentures / Partials
	Extractions
	Fillings
	Mouthguards
	Oral Cancer Screening
	Periodontal Treatment
	Root Canals
	Sealants
	TMJ & TMD Treatment
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			Cosmetic Dentistry

			
					Botox
	Crowns & Bridges
	Porcelain Veneers
	Teeth Whitening
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						General Dental Care

Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates is a family dental practice and we provide a full range of dental care for both children and adults. We are committed to helping our patients achieve a great smile and healthy teeth and gums. At our dental practice, your oral health is our first priority. You may just need a scheduled dental cleaning and checkup or you might need a dental implant or a root canal. Either way, we will provide you with the best treatment available. If you trust our experts with your dental care, you can feel confident that your smile with be healthy and look great.

Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

Our family dental practice provides comprehensive dental care including general dentistry, preventative dentistry, restorative dentistry and cosmetic dentistry. We also offer thorough oral cancer screenings as well as treatments for TMJ and TMD. Our dentists are highly trained to administer oral conscious sedation in the comfort of our dental office. The combination of sedation and local anesthetics keep our patients relaxed and comfortable during dental procedures.

Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates is currently accepting new patients and we would love the opportunity to serve you and your family. Our practice accepts most forms of dental insurance. If you or a member of your family is in need of dental care, please contact our Kennesaw Dentists today to schedule an appointment. We look forward to meeting you and to helping you achieve your best smile.


					


				

			

	
		Patient Reviews
	Dr. Contractor and his staff are very friendly, professional, extremely knowledgeable and trustworthy. My husband and I have been going to him for years and we now take my 5 year old daughter as well. She has had such a great dental experience that she really enjoys going to the dentist!

Jillian

	I want to thank you Dr. Contractor and his staff for the great experience. I am very apprehensive about going to the dentist due to a not so great past experience. You all made my visit very easy. I appreciate the care of your staff and your self putted  in to make my visit stress free.

 Vanessa

	This is an amazing place. Everyone is caring and nice. I trust the dentist and don’t feel like it is all about money. I would not go anywhere else.

Theresa

	Great Service! The Doctor and Staff are professional, patient, and friendly. I always receive great dental and customer service here. They will work with you on payment plans as well. Dr. Contractor is Amazing and truly skilled at Dentistry.

Denise

	Dr. Hamir Contractor and his associates are the best! I’ve had two visits with them, and every time I go they make me feel totally at home. They’re so kind and gentle and give the best cleanings. Dr. Contractor also did fillings for me, and they turned out perfectly.

Tara

	Always a great experience at Dr. Contractor’s office. Honest and very thorough. His staff is very friendly and amazing as well! This office makes visiting the dentist a breeze!

Heather 

	Nothing short of amazing! How many people can say that about their visits to the dentist. Everyone was extremely friendly and took the time to provide quality detailed information which helped make the entire experience pleasurable, educational and well worth the time.

Paul 

	Dr. Contractor is amazing and really cares for his patients. The office was very friendly and welcoming. Several people offered to better accommodate me while I was receiving treatment. Dr.C is very gentle and intelligent. He has high tech technology to make processes smooth.

 Tee

	Great Service! The Doctor and Staff are professional, patient, and friendly. I always receive great dental and customer service here. They will work with you on payment plans as well. Dr. Contractor is Amazing and truly skilled at Dentistry.

Denise

	Dr Contractor is amazing!!! Can’t find a more qualified, compassionate, and attentive staff! Connie, Michelle, Joan and the entire staff are the best!

Lori 
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						Does Your Dental Filling Need Replacement?

						Dental fillings are a common and essential treatment for restoring teeth affected by decay or damage. However, like many aspects of dental health, they are not a permanent solution and have a lifespan that requires attention and care. At Kennesaw Mountain Dental, we emphasize the importance of understanding the longevity...

					


			  
					
						Top Myths About Wisdom Teeth

						Wisdom teeth, the third molars that usually emerge in late adolescence or early adulthood, are surrounded by myths and misconceptions. At Kennesaw Mountain Dental, we want to clarify some of these common myths to help our patients make informed decisions about their oral health. Myth: Everyone Has Wisdom Teeth Fact:...

					


			  
					
						Why Are My Teeth So Sensitive?

						Sensitive teeth can turn everyday activities like eating, drinking, and brushing into uncomfortable experiences. At Kennesaw Mountain Dental, we frequently address this common issue, helping patients understand the causes, when to be concerned, and how dental intervention can provide relief. Reasons for Teeth Sensitivity Sensitive teeth occur when the underlying...
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        Andrew Candler
        

        Have been going here for about 2 years and absolutely love this group of professionals. Dr Contractor is great and Kasey is amazing! 

      


      
        Mira Figueira
        

        I enjoyed my experience at this dentist office. They are always friendly and extremely helpful. Dr. Contractor is a nice guy and he knows what he is doing.

      


      
        Debra Benson
        

        Dr. Contractor and his staff are consistently friendly and helpful.   Their knowledge and skills make for a visit to the dentist much less stressful.

      


      
        Vince Albachiaro
        

        Best Dentist and staff ever! Took a great interest in me and helped me navigate my dental needs during and after cancer treatments.
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          Shadaha McQueen
          

          This is a great practice. I have been coming here for years. I love Dr. Contractor. When I first came I was so shocked that after my 1st visit I got a call from him after hours from his cell phone.Wow... He so caring. He is the only one I know that talks to you to distract you from anticipating getting the shot to numb you... The customer service is great and his bed side manner always caring & comforting. No one likes the dentist however we all need to go. But this place is amazing. Ms Joan office manager is super amazing. Always willing to work out a financial plan to fit your budget. You work with them they will work with you.  The office setting is nice you can watch your favorite program to keep your mind of them taking care your mouth.  I wouldn't go anywhere else. The front office staff is great & pleasant.

        



          Abby Reissing
          

          Very very impressed with this dentist! I had a not-so-great experience with my previous dentist which forced me to find a new one. I instantly knew this was a better fit and that my problems were going to be taken care of. Would highly recommend!

        



          Tierra Madden
          

          I Highly Recommend this place. The staff was very Pleasant and friendly. Awesome experience.

        



          Patrick Turner
          

          Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates is Excellent.  I have been going there for the last three years.  In my opinion, they have one of the best hygienists around.  She has always been thorough during the cleaning process and gentle at the same time.  I would highly recommend this place to anyone.  The staff is friendly and professional, and Dr. Contractor is among the best.

        



          Danielle Urtnowski
          

           Absolutely amazing! I am a brand new patient and I called them due to tooth pain from a suspected cavity and as soon as I told them I was in pain they found a way to fit me into their already booked solid and busy schedule. When I got there everyone was extremely friendly and helpful, my doctor and hygienist were absolutely wonderful and made me feel like I had known them for years while making sure I never felt any discomfort or pain. I have already scheduled future appointments and HIGHLY recommend.

        



           Andrew Candler
          

           Have been going here for about 2 years and absolutely love this group of professionals. Dr Contractor is great and Kasey is amazing! 

        



           Robert McTigue
          

           A great staff and a wonderful Doctor in Dr. Cntractor!! I look forward to my visits to them. Great attn to detail and a warm reception when you arrive. Thanks guys!!

        



           Janet Almeida
          

           Dr Contractor & Dr Arun are very knowledgeable, professional, friendly & understanding. They have both seen me & have given me their expert advise on tough decisions I had to make about dental health. I am very confident in their skills in dentistry as well putting their patients best interest at heart. I will refer them to family & friends & know that their dental needs will be in the best hands around. Many thanks to your commitment to excellence to all the staff at Kennesaw Mountain Dental. Janet Almeida, Woodstock

        



           Amanda Evans
          

           Absolutely fantastic staff all the way around. Has to be the best dental experience and I would never think of going anywhere else! Dr. Contractor is fantastic, the hygienists are so kind and friendly, but do a great job as well. The front staff has been so accommodating with me when I had scheduling difficulties due to work. I highly recommend this office if you are looking for a dentist!

        



           Joel Williams
          

           Great folks! Great Service! Reasonable Prices! Thank you Dr. Contractor!

        



           Virna Loggiodice-Alvarez
          

           The service is OUTSTANDING!!!! I love this place. All the staff always smiling, and very kind. My son is 6 years old and Dr. Contractor’s assistants and Dr. Contractor himself are so great with him and so patient. They answer all my son’s questions. I would totally recommend Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates.

        



           Y Dean
          

           My 1st visit & it was great. Staff is so friendly they make u feel comfortable. They walk you thru the dental process from A to Z so you know what to expect.. Highly recommended!!

        



           Tomeika McClean
          

           The staff & doctors are phenomenal. From the time I called to schedule an appointment till the time I left the office. Everyone has treated me with respect and made me feel comfortable. Even though I had a bad experience that left me dreading a dental visit, the staff here made me feel right at ease. If you're looking for a dental office that treats you as a patient and not a bank, then check them out. Real honest service and information given to benefit you not them. They clearly love what they do!!!

        



           D Monty
          

           I had a really good experience at this office. The people are friendly and professional. I loved it!

        



           Nessa Childress
          

           Another great visit at KMDA! This is an exceptional office with lots of highly trained and caring team members. I used to work here as a dental hygienist, but currently stay at home with my babies. However, due to the high standards in dental care provided, great equipment, and excellent sterilization practices, this is where my family and I choose to receive our dental care.

        



           Jazzy Jas
          

           Me and my husband have been going here for almost 2 years now. We had years of horribble dental experience and were truly lucky when we found Kennesaw Mountain Dental. You will get amazing costumer service from the beginning to the end of your visit, every single time. Dr. Contractor is amazing and follows up after each visit and if you don't answer he will leave a nice voice mail and offer to call him back even on his cell phone number..I mean who's dentist gives them that much care and attention?? He is a wonderful and caring dentist along with his whole staff!! We also have never experienced any hidden fees at all. All the fees are very transparent from beginning. They even work with you as far as payment plans. Me and my husband would highly recommend this dental office to anyone. Simply the BEST in the area.

        



           Jacob Campbell
          

           Kennesaw Mountain Dental is an awesome place for you to bring yourself and your family! I actually like coming to this dentist because everyone is so pleasant to work with! The front desk is so polite. They have many wonderful hygeniests who know their stuff. My favorites are Kasey, Jamie, and Connie! The office is VERY clean, very modern, and filled with technology that comes with many zeroes in the price tags. Dr. Contractor is well-educated, personable, and shoots straight when he tells you what you don't want to hear! He has built a healthy work environment, which is why his employees are happy, and customers like me are satisfied. If you don't trust a business until you are content in the reviews you read, then I hope mine will persuade you to go to Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates! :)

        



           Grayson Adams
          

           There’s nowhere else you should go. My parents from over 30 miles away and considering coming here instead. Staff is incredibly polite, timely, and professional. They are the kindest medical practice I’ve ever encountered.

        



           Debra Benson
          

           Dr. Contractor and his staff are consistently friendly and helpful.   Their knowledge and skills make for a visit to the dentist much less stressful.

        



           Ronak Desai
          

           Very pleasant experience. I got my deep cleaning and cavities filled.  Dr. Contractor was very good to work with. I have never had to wait at the office. They are always on time. The facility is very clean and modern. I highly recommend Kennesaw Mountain Dental

        



           Kaitlyn Cowman
          

           This is the best dental experience I have had in my life. Seriously... From start to finish, the experience was amazing. They were extremely thorough and conscious of out-of-pocket expenses and insurance. Everyone was so warm and welcoming, and Dr. Contractor has the most wonderful personality. Jamie was my hygienist, and I can't praise her enough.
I would recommend this office to absolutely anyone. Amazing, amazing, amazing. They have my business for years to come.

        



           Michael Wentzel
          

           Professional, informative and personable all around. Kacy was spectacular as was Dr Contractor.

        



           D'juan Strozier
          

           Great group here, don't come often, but they make me feel at home...thanks guys.

        



           Millicent Pedersen
          

           So far I have had a great experience here. Everything is clean, everyone is polite and professional.

        



           Sanja Amanovic
          

           Excellence!! This dental office is heads and tails above ANY dental office I have EVER been too.  The Doctor is amazing! The level of care is superb, and the environment is super clean and also relaxed.

        



           Christina Grega
          

           Great dentist, wonderful staff and hygienists.

        



           Rachel Sitherwood
          

           My family has been going to Dr. Contractor's office for about 7 years.  He and all of the staff are some of the loveliest people.  As someone who never liked going to the dentist, I always leave smiling because they make it such a pleasurable experience.  It doesn't matter how long between visits, without fault, they will remember what you discussed with them at your last appointment and genuinely want to know how life is going.  Did I mention they have TV's for you to watch while you have three hands in your mouth?  Need I say more...

        



           D. Brooks Smith
          

           Great Service! The Doctor and Staff are professional, patient, and friendly. I always receive great dental and customer service here. They will work with you on payment plans as well. Dr. Contractor is Amazing and truly skilled at Dentistry. 

        



           Paul Montaperto
          

           Nothing short of amazing!  How many people can say that about their visits to the dentist.  Everyone was extremely friendly and took the time to provide quality detailed information which helped make the entire experience pleasurable, educational and well worth the time.

        



           Andrea Davis
          

           We love Dr. Contractor and his staff. He personally called my husband after a procedure to check on him and make sure he was comfortable. Personable and professional, one of a kind!

        


           Marta Sorchik
          

           I HATE going to the dentist for a variety of reasons. I normally go to a dentist once or twice & then change dentists. I've been seeing Dr Contractor & his staff for over 6 years. He listened to my concerns & understands my anxiety & does everything he can to make me feel more comfortable. Joan, at the front desk, is wonderful to work with! She takes the time to explain the bills & insurance & treatment plans (and sometimes more than once!) The rest of the staff are equally as awesome. I can't recommend Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates enough!

        



           vince albachiaro
          

           Best Dentist and staff ever! Took a great interest in me and helped me navigate my dental needs during and after cancer treatments.

        



           Heather Hayes
          

           This office has far exceeded my expectations. Great experiences each time I go. Highly recommend!

        



           Jillian Elleby
          

           Dr. Contractor and his staff are very friendly, professional, extremely knowledgeable and trustworthy. My husband and I have been going to him for years and we now take my 5 year old daughter as well. She has had such a great dental experience that she really enjoys going to the dentist! We are very thankful and know that we are in good hands with Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates.

        



           Adelaide Warrick
          

           Dr. C is amazing. He has a passion for healthcare and is driven by patient service. His staff is friendly and attentive to the needs of their patients. From the moment you walk in the door the staff is their to aid you and make you comfortable. Hands down one of the most ethical and professional dental offices I've encountered. If you want top notch care please font hesitiate to give his office a call.

        



           Chandler Clark
          

           The staff here are always super friendly. I used to hate going to the dentist but here they treat you incredibly well and make sure the process is painless. I experienced absolutely no pain when I had to get a cavity filled. This place is awesome!

        



           Karen Allen
          

           I absolutely LOVE this office. I have had a fear of dentists since my facial paralysis I encountered after oral surgery. Dr Contractor and my hygentist Vanessa put me perfectly at ease and comfort!! So very thankful for this WONDERFUL place. Even the ladies at the front desk are so kind and cheerful!! BEST DENTIST EVER!!! Thank you for PERSONAL CARE

        



           Mira Figueira
          

           I enjoyed my experience at this dentist office. They are always friendly and extremely helpful. Dr. Contractor is a nice guy and he knows what he is doing.

        



           Jon Canavan
          

           Pricing and expectations were not conveyed at the time of appointment. Dr. Contractor is a nice dentist but beware of hidden fees. Make sure you get pricing in writing as it is subject to change based on my experience. I went in for a free cleaning and left with a bill and didn't even get a cleaning. Had to call numerous times in order to get someone to finally explain bill (which I shouldn't have been charged). If you want to PAY A LOT for a good dentist, this is the place!

        



           Adnan Virani
          

           Amazing experience and one of the best staff I've ever seen. Kim was just amazing, very friendly and very knowledgeable. Dr Contractor was also very nice, Michelle and Joan were very helpful as well.
Would definitely recommend friends and family to come here.

        



           Don Cornelius
          

           The dental plan to restore my teeth required a comprehensive plan with numerous discussions between Dr. Contractor and my Oral Surgeon, Blair. The entire process was accurately detailed to me and went as planned. During each visit, I was treated with respect and fully explained what to expect. The professionalism, talent and follow-up from Dr. Contractor and staff were excellent.
I’m very pleased with the results and feel my quality of life has been enhanced by this fine work. I’m looking forward to that long-awaited “steak” tonight.
Thank You!
Don Cornelius

        



           ibeachlover
          

           I switched to Kennesaw Mountain Dental from a national dental chain a few years ago. I took a chance on a new practice and have never regretted the decision. Dr. Contractor is a caring dentist that calls his patients personally to check on them after a procedure as minor as a filling!! The office staff and hygienist are great as well. Always a friendly face. Top notch practice. I am lucky to have found him and his staff. Call them for an appointment... see for yourself!

        



           Valerie Hall
          

           Wonderful! Dr. Contractor is absolutely amazing. I have never had good experiences with dental appointments in the past, but ever since coming here, I have never felt more comfortable and respected. The office is always clean and front desk ladies are very friendly. The entire staff is very friendly and get to know you. Connie has been wonderful with the dental work I have had done, along with the rest of the staff. I HIGHLY recommend Kennesaw Mountain Dental!

        



           Kelly Anderson
          

           I have a family of 5 and we all go to Kennesaw Mt. Dental Associates and have for the last 4-5 years. We just love all of the staff and Dr. Contractor. I had a couple of cavities my last visit and was pretty sore and Dr. Contractor called me at home that night to see how I was doing. I've never had a dentist take the time to do that. I love how everyone is so friendly. We like the "family" feel to the place. I recommend them to all my friends. My kids are 16, 14 & 12 and love going too which says A LOT!!!!! 

        



           Jacob Hewell
          

           Dr. Contractor and his staff are fantastic. I've been a patient for a couple years and have had great experiences every time I've been in. I've had both routine check-ups/cleanings and an emergency appointment to deal with an issue. The front office got me an appointment SAME DAY after I called in pain. Dr. Contractor is great. Answers all your questions, explains everything fully. Great doctor. Definitely recommend this practice.  

        



           Micah Fincher
          

           I love Dr. Contractor and Staff - I cannot say enough good things about them.  Have been going for about 6 months and have sent several other new patients, all have reported they are just as happy as I am.
The pricing is great and Dr. C does excellent work!  I'm coming off 10+ years with no dental care and the list of what I needed was very daunting - however, Dr. C came up with a treatment plan that allows me to deal with the entire mess in an efficient manner, which I really appreciate.  His work is incredible; I actually work in the Dental field now and have seen many other dentists work that doesn't look as good as what has been done to me.
AAA+++!  

        



           Stephanie Persad
          

           Dr. Contractor and his hygienist Jessica are absolutely amazing. My first experience at their office was beyond my expectations. They were so thorough and patient with me! Jessica took her time, explained everything to me, gave me options and had a great attitude. You can tell the people at this office love what they do!!

        



           John Harper
          

           By far the best experience with a dentist that I have ever had. The staff was courteous and efficient and Dr. Contractor was outstanding. Not only did he go the extra mile to make sure I felt comfortable and my experience was virtually pain free, but he also took the time to follow up a few days later to make sure the work was to my satisfaction. Looking for a new dentist? Look no further.

        



           Cory Elliott
          

           I have been going to Kennesaw Mountain Dental for around 2 years now and have always received excellent care and service. They are thorough, professional, and a genuinely kind team. I can honestly say I have never been more comfortable going to the dentist. I would highly recommend them if you are looking for a new dentist. Dr. Contractor and his staff are awesome! 

        



           Michael Krantz
          

           I always have a great experience. Going to the dentist is not top o0n my list of favorite things to do, but the staff always makes it pleasant. Dr. Contractor is extremely friendly and always follows up to make sure you have the best care possible.

        



           Sarah Clark
          

           Every time I leave Kennesaw Mountain Dental Associates I know that I have received the highest quality of care for my teeth and had an extremely pleasant experience. It's not often that people look forward to going to the dentist, but I just love the entire staff- they're so friendly and genuinely care about their patients. I LOVE KMDA!

        



           Colleen Sullivan
          

           I am terrified by going to the dentist. I would rather draw my own blood than go to the dentist. However, Dr. Contractor and his team have been amazing. My 2 recent visits I had 4 fillings done each time (yes it had been a long time since I had seen the dentist, my last dentist I went to was awful and I just kept putting off finding a new one) and I can honestly say I did not feel any pain. Dr. Contractor told me exactly what he was doing when he was doing it and his super kind assistant Connie even stayed close and reassured me as he applied the novocaine shots. Dr. Contractor was so quick but completely thorough and detail oriented in his work that I could not believe he finished all that work in such a short amount of time and my teeth felt great! What a relief to know that I don't have to dread the dentist any longer. Dr. Contractor called me both times personally to see how I was doing after the work. I do recommend this practice to anyone who has had fears of going to the dentist and has put off finding a new one like I had. You will not regret walking in the door. The receptionist Michelle is always friendly and welcoming and I just can't say enough about his practice. Thank you for all that you do to make going to the dentist easy again.  

        



           Corey Smith
          

           Great staff! My fiancé and I moved up here last year and chose this office because of their proximity to our apartment. Luckily, it turned out to be a good move. The doctor is very personable and the staff is knowledgeable about their work and the products that they sell. Close to home and great service, I highly recommend! 

        



           ivan posting
          

           The best that I have ever had. The staff is wonderful and caring.  Dr Contracfor  is absolutely fantastic (which stands to reason as to why the staff is so great). When you have a great dentist like him then he is only going to surround himself with great people.

        



           Kelly Thompson
          

           This dental office is very nice, clean and we enjoy the hygienists and dentist.  Dr. Contractor is very nice and friendly.  We've had preventive care as well as basic fillings, etc. and we will continue to go here. 

        



           Paula Bechtler
          

           I was hooked on Dr. Contractor and his awesome KMDA staff after my first visit! They are kind, friendly, and always seem to have my best interests at heart - not "upselling" me on various things. I actually look forward to my dental visits because it feels like I'm going to see friends. They even let me pick what's on the TV while I'm in the chair! Do yourself a favor and go see Dr. Contractor!!!

        



           Ronnie & Stephanie Clark
          

           I actually LIKE going to the dentist! They make you feel very welcome and important. They and very friendly and accommodating. 

        



           Matha Arun
          

           Great Doctors and a wonderful Staff

        



           Joel Odom
          

           I had a positive first visit there this morning.  I get the impression that the office and doctor go out of their way to treat patients well.

        



           Rita G
          

           I've had overwhelmingly positive experiences here for several years. All staff members are friendly, and the office has a clean, comfortable environment.

        



           william wells
          

           It is the best dentist I have ever been to. You could tell that they really care about you and not the money. 

        



           Jan Andrews
          

           After searching for a new dentist, I was lucky to find the folks at Kennesaw Mountain Dental! Cheerful, helpful and pain free dentistry! 

        







      

    

  













  

  

    

      Address


      

        1815 Old 41 Hwy NW #310,


        Kennesaw,

        GA
        30152
      


    


    

      Contact


      Tel: (770) 425-4100

    
       


  	
	
	
	


    


    

  Practice Hours
Mon - Wed: 8am - 5pm

Thurs: 8am - 3pm, Fri: 7am - 2pm
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